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Chronic Application of NMDA Decreases the NMDA Sensitivity of the 
Evoked Tectal Potential in the Frog 
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The activity-dependent mechanism that refines the topog- 
raphy of the retinotectal projection in frogs is mediated by 
the NMDA receptor. Earlier studies found that chronic treat- 
ment of the optic tectum with the NMDA receptor antagonist 
DL-2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid (DL-AP5) desegregated 
eye-specific stripes in three-eyed frogs, while chronic treat- 
ment with NMDA sharpened stripe borders (Cline et al., 1987; 
Cline and Constantine-Paton, 1990). We now report that this 
same chronic treatment with NMDA decreases the electro- 
physiologically measured sensitivity of the optic tectum to 
applied NMDA: acute application of a given concentration 
of NMDA decreased the evoked tectal potential to a lesser 
extent in animals chronically treated with NMDA than it did 
in normal and sham-treated animals. This is observed as a 
shift to the right in the NMDA dose-response curves for both 
the positive and negative postsynaptic components of the 
evoked tectal response. We believe that this decreased 
NMDA receptor effectiveness further restricts the intermin- 
gling of axon branches from the two eyes by limiting synapse 
stabilization to areas where afferent activity is most corre- 
lated. This would account for the anatomical sharpening of 
stripe borders (i.e., increased afferent segregation). Quan- 
titative autoradiographic analysis of 3H-glutamate binding to 
NMDA receptors indicated that binding densities within the 
tectum did not differ between control groups and NMDA 
chronically treated groups. We suggest that in the experi- 
mental animals the response to NMDA may be decreased 
by a change in the effectiveness of individual NMDA recep- 
tors rather than by decreases in receptor number. This ex- 
perimentally induced change may be analogous to naturally 
occurring decreases in receptor function that correlate with 
the end of some periods of visual plasticity in mammals. 

Topographic map formation requires a precise matching of pre- 
synaptic afferents to their postsynaptic targets. In the visual 
system this “matching” results in each point in visual space 
being represented at one location in the target. Furthermore, in 
order that the map maintain spatial relationships, neighboring 
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points in visual space must be represented at neighboring points 
in the target structure. The processes by which topographic maps 
are formed have been studied extensively using the visual sys- 
tems of Amphibia and fish (for reviews, see Udin and Fawcett, 
1988; Constantine-Paton et al., 1990) where retinal ganglion 
cell axon arbors create maps of visual space at the optic tecta. 
This work has suggested that two processes lead to the formation 
of visual maps: a chemospecific process that roughly orders the 
projection and aligns it within the target zone (Sperry, 1963; 
Bonhoeffer and Huf, 1980; O’Rourke and Fraser, 1986; Walter 
et al., 1987; Vielmeyer and Steurmer, 1989) and an activity- 
dependent process that establishes the point-to-point order of 
the projection (Law and Constantine-Paton, 198 1; Whitelaw 
and Cowan, 198 1; Meyer, 1982, 1983; Reh and Constantine- 
Paton, 1985). 

The study of the chemospecific and activity-dependent pro- 
cesses that lead to topographic organization of the visual system 
has been facilitated by a preparation that anatomically assays 
the operation of these mechanisms. By implanting a third eye 
primordium into a tadpole embryo and forcing two afferent 
projections to share one tectal lobe, a series of alternating eye- 
specific afferent termination zones or stripes is created in the 
optic tectum (Constantine-Paton and Law, 1978; Law and Con- 
stantine-Paton, 198 1). These stripes are the result of a compro- 
mise between the chemospecific process and the activity-de- 
pendent process, the former mechanism spreading each of the 
two projections across the surface of the tectum and the latter 
tending to keep each eye’s projection separate from the other 
(Constantine-Paton, 1982). The disabling of the activity-depen- 
dent mechanism would cause a desegregation of stripes and an 
intermingling of the two projections. 

Point-to-point ordering of the visual map in the frog is me- 
diated, at least in part, by a subclass of glutamate receptors, the 
NMDA receptor: chronic treatment of the tecta of normal an- 
imals with the specific NMDA blocker m-2-amino-s-phos- 
phonovaleric acid (DL-APS) dramatically decreases the fidelity 
of the normal retinotectal map (Cline and Constantine-Paton, 
1989). Similar treatment of three-eyed animals results in the 
desegregation of the normal striped pattern (Cline et al., 1987). 
Treatment with NMDA receptor antagonists has also been shown 
to prevent both the alignment of binocular maps in Xenopus 
tectum (Scherer and Udin, 1989) and the fine tuning of the 
regenerated retinotectal projection in fish (Schmidt, 1990). These 
results have led to the idea that the ligand- and voltage-gating 
requirements for NMDA receptor/channel activation are sat- 
isfied by the correlated activity patterns of ganglion cells that 
neighbor one another in the retina. Ionic flux through the chan- 
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nel then initiates the process leading to the stabilization of these 
synapses at neighboring synaptic sites (Cline et al., 1990; Con- 
stantine-Paton et al., 1990; Debski et al., 1990). 

In contrast to the desegregation caused by chronic treatment 
with DL-AP5, chronic treatment with NMDA actually sharpens 
stripe boundaries (Cline et al., 1987; Cline and Constantine- 
Paton, 1990). This result was surprising because exogenous low 
levels of NMDA might have been expected to result in stripe 
desegregation: continuous NMDA-induced depolarization of 
postsynaptic membranes would stabilize synapses even under 
poorly correlated conditions. Since this was the opposite of the 
observed result, we decided to investigate the state of these 
receptors in animals chronically treated with NMDA or AP5. 
We did this by comparing the decrease in the evoked tectal 
potential caused by acute NMDA application in treated animals 
to the decrease found in untreated and sham-treated animals. 
Binding studies were also performed to see if chronic treatment 
with either NMDA or AP5 resulted in a change in NMDA 
binding sites. 

Some of these results have appeared in abstract form (Debski 
et al., 1989). 

Materials and Methods 
Ram pipiens tadpoles were raised from embryos in dilute Instant Ocean 
under daily conditions of approximately 12 hr light/l2 hr darkness. 
They were fed nettle in early stages of larval development and boiled 
romaine lettuce as tadpoles. Staging was done according to the criteria 
set forth by Taylor and Kollros (1946). 

Surgery. Elvax plastic polymer (DuPont, Inc.) was infiltrated with a 
10m4 M concentration of either NMDA, DL-APS, or L-APS (NMDA and 
DL-AP5 supplied by Sigma; L-AP5 supplied by Tocris Neuramin, UK, 
the amount of contamination of L-APV with D-APV is estimated at less 
than 3%) as described in detail elsewhere (Silberstein and Daniel, 1982; 
Cline and Constantine-Paton, 1989). The Elvax was cut into thin slabs 
(30 pm thick x =200 pm x 200 pm) on a cryostat for surgical im- 
plantation over the tecta of tadpoles. Stage X animals were anesthetized 
by submersion in 0.05% ethyl m-amino benzoate (MS222; pH 7.4; 
Sigma). The dorsal surface of the optic tectal lobes of tadpoles was 
exposed by reflecting the overlying skin and cartilaginous skull. The 
dura was opened along the midline, and the arachnoid membrane was 
either lifted away from the tectal lobe in a sheet or peeled away to expose 
the surface of the tectal neuropil. The Elvax pieces, containing either 
NMDA, DL-AP5, or L-APS, were laid over the tectal surface and held 
in place by the dural and/or arachnoid membranes. The brain covering 
and skin were replaced, and the wound was sealed with Histoacryl glue 
(Tri-Hawk, Montreal). Animals recovered from surgery in oxygenated 
dilute Instant Ocean supplemented with Penn/Strep (penicillin and 
streptomycin) ( 100 U/liter; Sigma). Recordings and receptor-binding 
studies were done 4-6 weeks later when the animals had reached stage 
XVIII-XIX. Investigation of the time course of release of substances 
from Elvax has shown that after an initial high discharge from the 
polymer lasting 5-6 d, approximately 0.3% of the drug concentration 
originally infiltrated is released daily for at least a period of 60 d (Cline 
and Constantine-Paton, 1989). The position of the Elvax was verified 
at the beginning of each physiology or binding experiment. Animals 
were not used if the Elvax could not be recovered over the dorsal tectum. 

The physiological studies described below were conducted in parallel 
with complementary anatomical and receptor binding analyses of the 
effects ofchronic drug treatment. Thus, after our inital finding on chronic 
AP5 and NMDA treatment (Cline et al., 1987), each group of animals 
exposed to the same drug-Elvax batch contributed data to both phys- 
iological and anatomical analyses. One of these groups treated with a 
batch of NMDA-Elvax that had been stored for more than 2 months 
at 4°C failed to show the anatomical effects of NMDA treatment ob- 
served in all other animals (Cline and Constantine-Paton, 1989, 1990). 
We concluded that the NMDA in this batch of Elvax had degraded, 
and the anatomical data obtained from this group was discarded. How- 
ever, the evoked potential response to acutely applied NMDA was an- 
alyzed in three of these animals to control for the mechanical presence 

of the Elvax implant. These animals constituted the NMDA sham- 
treated group (see Table 1, Fig. 4). 

Physiology. Physiology experiments utilized a tadpole preparation 
described in detail in Debski and Constantine-Paton (1990). This pren- 
aration allows the stable recording of evoked tectal potentials from 
unanesthetized, nociceptor-isolated, in situ brain. Experiments were run 
on normal, untreated animals or animals chronically treated with NMDA, 
DL-AP5, or L-APS. Briefly, animals were cannulated through the heart, 
having first been anesthetized with the short-lasting MS222. The spinal 
cord was removed and the trigeminal nerves cut to isolate the brain of 
the animal from noxious input. A second cannula replaced the spinal 
cord. Oxygenated, glucose-supplemented saline solution bathed the 
preparation through both of these cannulas. The dura was removed 
from one tectal lobe. The Elvax implant was usually situated just below 
the dura; it was removed, as well as some pial membrane centered 
directly under the Elvax. The resulting clear area of tectum constituted 
the recording site, marked on all sides by the remaining pial membrane. 
A bipolar stimulating electrode was inserted into the contralateral optic 
nerve at the base of the eye. Extracellular recording of the evoked tectal 
potential was accomplished with a tungsten electrode that had been 
plated with gold and then platinum. Previous work has shown that the 
amplitudes of the responses thus recorded change very little over the 
period of a recording session lasting several hours (Debski and Con- 
stantine-Paton, 1990). 

The data presented in this article were recorded from sites approxi- 
mately 100 pm below the tectal surface. This is within the neuropil 
region where retinal afferents synapse with tectal dendrites. This depth 
was chosen because previous work demonstrated that it allowed re- 
cording of all three major postsynaptic responses (Fig. 1; Debski and 
Constantine-Paton, 1990). However, the small size and variability of 
the first of these components (the a wave) prohibited its use in the 
quantitative analysis of the effects of acute NMDA application reported 
here. Presynaptid activity in this preparation has been previously iso- 
lated and identified (Debski and Constantine-Paton. 1990). Because of 
the stratified nature‘of the tectum, this activity can only be seen at 
specific tectal recording sites. Short-latency presynaptic activity is not 
present in the recordings appearing in this article. Long-latency presyn- 
aptic activity is also not visible, although it may be present and masked 
by the much larger postsynaptic b wave. 

The optic nerve was stimulated 10 times at a rate of O.l/sec at 15 
min intervals. The evoked potential recorded for each time point con- 
sisted of the average of these 10 individual responses. In order to quan- 
titate accurately the decline in the evoked potential with NMDA ap- 
plication (see below), we wished to start our experiments with a large 
response. Stimulus voltages were chosen such that they generated a 
“maximal” response for each preparation. In practice this meant that 
the stimulus voltage was increased until the evoked response amplitude 
remained constant when a stimulus 5 V greater in intensity was given. 
The former voltage was then used for the duration of the recording 
session. The voltages used were between 20 and 32 V. The average 
voltage used for normal animals was 27 ? 2 V (-tSEM; N = 7), and 
for DL-APV chronically treated animals, 29, t- 1 V (N = 8). The voltage 
used for all animals in the L-APV (N = 3), NMDA sham (N = 3), and 
NMDA chronicallv treated (N = 6) UOUDS was 30 V. The duration of 
the stimulus was 0106 msec.‘Poten&ls were averaged on an RC Com- 
puterscope, digitized and analyzed by a Terak computer or acquired by 
a Rapid Systems Data Acquisition System (2 x 64), and analyzed using 
DmisP on an Epson Computer. Both methods of analysis yielded es- 
sentially identical results. 

The protocol for the pharmacology experiments was the following: a 
control response was recorded, saline containing NMDA was introduced 
to the preparation, and 15 min later a response to the drug was recorded. 
Preliminary experiments indicated that a 10 min treatment with NMDA 
was sufficient to attain a stable evoked potential. The preparation was 
then returned to normal saline (the wash), and the amplitude of the 
response was checked at 15 and 30 min. The position of the recording 
electrode remained unchanged throughout the experiment. In every case 
the wash reversed the effects ofNMDA exposure. In most cases, NMDA 
decreased the response, and this meant that after washing the response 
increased and returned to the control values. However, in some cases, 
very low NMDA exposure was associated with an increased response 
(see Results), and washing actually decreased the size of response back 
to control values. Reversibility was defined by an evoked potential 
whose peak amplitude of the positive component (b wave) after washing 
was within 100 pV of the control value. Using this criterion, the effect 
of NMDA under stable recording conditions was completely reversible. 
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Any incomplete reversibility was associated with electrode movement, 
and those data were discarded. Over all the animals used, both normal 
and implanted, the response after washing was an average of 99.5 + 
1.4% (KSEM, N = 78) of the control response as judged by the peak 
amplitude of the b wave. Individual values ranged from 69.7% to 137.6%. 
Recovery in NMDA-implanted animals was not significantly different 
from recovery in normal animals. Following recovery, the sensitivity 
of the preparation to a different concentration of NMDA was tested. 

Dose-response curves were constructed by calculating the area be- 
tween baseline and the response for the two major postsynaptic com- 
ponents of the evoked potential [the b and c waves as defined previously 
(Debski and Constantine-Paton, 1990); see also Fig. 11. The areas for 
the control and wash were then averaged, and the area of the response 
in NMDA was expressed as a percentage of these areas. This method 
of quantitating the NMDA effect allowed an accurate expression of the 
response recorded in NMDA as a percentage of the control response. 
The averaging procedure took into account the reversibility of the effect 
and the degree of baseline response variability. All N values given rep- 
resent the number of different animals used. In cases where application 
of a single NMDA concentration was tested several times in an indi- 
vidual preparation, the resulting analyzed data were averaged together, 
yielding a single value for the preparation. For example, although the 
sensitivity of L-APV-implanted animals to application of 6 PM NMDA 
was tested a total of six times, the data were treated as N = 3 because 
the testing occurred in only three different animals. All values are given 
as mean f  SEM. A two-tailed Student’s t test was used to determine 
statistical significance. At concentrations of 12 and 16 PM NMDA, the 
positive component was usually completely eliminated and the re- 
maining response fell below baseline. In such cases, the area for the 
negative component was calculated starting from the point closest to 
baseline on what had been the positive component. At these doses, then, 
the area of the negative response was somewhat enlarged and included 
area before the beginning of the negative component seen in the control 
and wash conditions. The result is a slight but consistent overestimation 
of the amount of remaining c wave at these NMDA concentrations or, 
in other words, a slight underestimation of the effect of applied NMDA. 
However, this would apply for both experimental and control groups 
of animals and should not affect the comparison between the dose- 
response curves. 

Receptor-binding studies. For receptor binding, the brains either of 
sham-operated animals (animals implanted with Elvax that did not 
contain any drug) or of animals chronically treated with NMDA, DL- 
AP5, or L-AP5 were rapidly removed and frozen immediately on dry 
ice. Radiolabeling of NMDA and quisqualate-type receptors was per- 
formed on alternate frozen 20 pm coronal sections. 3H-glutamate bind- 
ing was carried out under two different conditions that select for NMDA- 
and quisqualate-type binding sites (Greenamyre et al., 1985). For NMDA 
receptor binding, sections were preincubated for 30 min in ice-cold Tris- 
acetate (pH 7.4) and dried. Sections were then incubated in ice-cold 
buffer with 40 nM 3H-r+glutamate (New England Nuclear) and 2.5 PM 

quisqualate in the presence or absence of 1 mM glutamate. Sections were 
rapidly washed three times with 2 ml ice-cold buffer, followed by a final 
2 ml rinse with a mixture of ice-cold glutaraldehyde and acetone (1: 19, 
v/v) and then rapidly dried. Quisqualate receptor binding was carried 
out in a similar manner except that the buffer used was Tris-HCl and 
the incubation buffer included 40 nM 3H-r.-glutamate plus 2.5 mM CaCl, 
and 100 PM NMDA. Under these conditions, quisqualate-sensitive 3H- 
glutamate binding appears to represent binding to postsynaptic quis- 
qualate receptors, rather than chloride-driven vesicular uptake or bind- 
ing to 2-amino-4-phosphonobutyric acid (APB) receptors (Cha et al., 
1988). Tissue sections were apposed to tritium-sensitive film (LKB 
Ultrofilm) for 2-8 weeks. A set of radioactive standards (ARC Tritium) 
calibrated against brain pastes of known amounts of tritium was exposed 
with each film. Quantitative densitometric analysis of the autoradi- 
ograms was performed using a microcomputer-based video densitom- 
eter system (Imaging Research, St. Catharines, Ontario). Optical density 
values were converted to fmol/mg protein using a computer-generated 
polynomial regression analysis that compared film densities produced 
by the tissue sections to those produced by the radioactive standards 
(Pan et al., 1983). Five or more autoradiographic sections were analyzed 
per animal, and 10 readings were taken for each of the four areas studied; 
the pretectum and layers 5,6, and 9 in the dorsal tectum. Data represent 
specific binding (typically 290% specific binding). The Kruskal-Wallis 
nonparametric one-way ANOVA test was used to determine signifi- 
cance. 

Iii I 
‘Ii L -____m_ surface - 

24 ms 

Figure 1. The extracellular response evoked by optic nerve stimulation 
as recorded at different depths within the tectum. Depths given at the 
right of the traces are approximate. Recordings in this article were taken 
from a depth of about 100 pm. The components of the response at that 
depth are a small positive wave (a wave), a large positive wave (b wave), 
and a large, long-lasting negative wave (c wave). The broken line rep- 
resents baseline and was determined by the level of the recording im- 
mediately preceding the stimulus. Each response represents an average 
of 10 individual traces. This recording was taken from a stage XX 
tadpole. Data were taken from Debski and Constantine-Paton (1990). 

Results 
In response to electrical stimulation of the optic nerve, two 
major postsynaptic components are recorded within the optic 
tectum neuropil of the tadpole: a large positive component (b 
wave) and a large negative component (c wave; see Fig. 1). The 
relationship of these waves to the postsynaptic potentials re- 
corded in the tectum of the adult animal by Chung et al. (1974) 
has been described in detail (Debski and Constantine-Paton, 
1990). Briefly, comparison of polarity, time course, and latency 
indicates that the b wave is made up of the last two of the four 
potentials they recorded, the u, and u, waves. The sizes of these 
potentials in the developing tadpole tectum are age dependent 
and are smaller than those recorded in the mature system. Chung 
et al. (1974) did not report a component corresponding to the 
long-latency, long-duration c wave in our recordings, although 
this component has been recorded by other investigators (Kar- 
amian et al., 1966; Nistri and Sivilotti, 1985). The c wave is 
composed of an early and a late component, with the late com- 
ponent being more prominent in some animals than in others 
(Debski and Constantine-Paton, 1990). 

In normal tadpoles, perfusion with NMDA decreases the ma- 
jor postsynaptic components of the evoked potential. These 
decreases occur in a dose-dependent and completely reversible 
manner. Figure 2 illustrates the effect on the evoked potential 
of three different dose exposures to NMDA. Application of 2 
PM NMDA produced a small decline in the amplitude of the 
two major postsynaptic components: the b and c waves. As the 
dose of the applied NMDA was increased, progressively more 
of these postsynaptic components were eliminated. Exposure to 
12 MM NMDA eliminated most of the postsynaptic response. 
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Table 1. Comparison of response characteristics in untreated, sham-treated, and drug-implanted 
animals 

NMDA NMDA DL-AI'S L-AI'S 
Untreated sham implant implant implant 
(N=7) (N=3) (N= 6) (N=8) (N= 3) 

Peak amplitude (rv) 

b wave 546 + 75 355 k 89 284 k 27 379 f 84 374 + 41 

c wave 300 + 33 216 zk 63 253 2 29 239 f 23 150 + 7*,** 

Duration (msec) 

b wave 18.9 k 1.5 17.0 + 1.7 17.8 + 0.7 17.3 * 3.2 25.9 + 1.7* 

c wave 108 + 6.5 97* 19 121 t 7.3 128 + 6.8 124 + 28 

Area 

b wave 545 + 101 214 f 59 231 f 37* 247 I! 39*+** 550 iz 74 

c wave 1222 * 109 745 z!z 328 1333 f 133 1127 + 154 855 k 226 

Values are given as means + SEM. N represents individual preparations with response characteristics measured at the 
beginning of the experiment. 
*p < 0.05 when compared to the value for the untreated animals; **.D < 0.05 when compared to the value for the DL- 
APS-implanted animals; ***p < 0.0 1 when compared to the value for the L-AP5implanted animals. 

Most of these effects were reversible within 15 min after return 
to normal saline, and all were reversible within 30 min. 

No significant changes in the characteristics of the evoked 
response were specifically associated with chronic exposure to 
NMDA. Elvax implantation itself (NMDA sham animals) caused 
a reduction in the maximum amplitude and area of the b and 
c waves (Table 1). That is, chronic treatment with NMDA pro- 
duced significant differences in the initial amplitude 0, < 0.001; 
t = 5.510; df = 11) and area (p < 0.02; t = 2.733; df = 11) of 
the b wave (recorded prior to acute NMDA application in drug- 
free saline) when compared to recordings done in untreated, 
stage-matched controls. However, the values for the NMDA- 
treated animals were no different from those recorded in the 
Elvax sham-treated animals. Chronic treatment with NMDA 
did not affect the peak amplitude, the area, or the duration of 
the c wave. 

Chronic treatment with the NMDA receptor antagonist AP5 
also had no significant effect on evoked response characteristics. 
In DL-AP5 chronically treated animals, the area of the b wave 
was significantly decreased when compared to untreated animals 
(p < 0.05; t = 2.900; df = 13) but, again, it was no different 
from that in NMDA sham-treated animals. Presumably, then, 
this decrease is due to the implantation of the Elvax. The c wave 
in animals chronically treated with DL-AP5 was indistinguish- 
able in peak amplitude, area, or duration from that recorded in 
either untreated animals or sham animals. In contrast to the 
DL-AP5 results, chronic treatment with L-AP5 (an isomer of 
AP5 that is ineffective in blocking NMDA receptors) increased 
the area of the b wave to values found in untreated animals. 
This was achieved by an increase in the duration of this wave 
(p < 0.05; t = 2.758; df = 8). The c wave in L-APS-treated 
animals was somewhat decreased in amplitude, but the area and 
duration of the wave remained near normal levels. 

The ability of chronic treatment with L-AP5 to change com- 
ponents of the evoked response significantly was a somewhat 
surprising result since this isomer does not affect the NMDA 
receptor. However, L-AP5 has weak excitatory activity (Stone 
and Burton, 1988), and this may be the basis for the changes 
reported here. Increased excitation of the system may also un- 
derlie the changes in quisqualate binding caused by chronic 
L-AP5 treatment (see below). 

Figure 3 is an example of the response of NMDA-implanted 
animals and DL-APS-implanted animals to application of 
NMDA. The response of a normal animal is presented for com- 
parison purposes. The effect of acute NMDA application was 
the same in animals previously treated chronically with NMDA 
or AP5 and in normal and sham-treated animals. That is, the 
postsynaptic components of the responses were reduced. The 
amount of reduction at different acute doses of NMDA was, 
however, different between normal or sham-treated animals and 
animals that had been chronically exposed to the drug. Com- 
pared to normal and sham groups, application of 6 PM NMDA 
had less of an effect on both postsynaptic components of the 
NMDA-implanted animals. In contrast, APS-implanted ani- 
mals showed more of a reduction in the positive component of 
the response and about an equal effect on the negative com- 
ponent. 

In order to quantitate this effect, dose-response curves of 
normal, NMDA-implanted, NMDA sham-treated, and AP5- 
implanted animals were constructed (see Materials and Meth- 
ods) and compared. Figure 4 presents the dose-response curves 
for the NMDA-implanted and normal animals. The b and c 
components of the response have been graphed separately. It 
can be seen that for normal animals application of NMDA 
decreased the positive component. This decrease occurred pre- 
cipitously over a relatively narrow range of NMDA concentra- 
tions (1-16 PM). At 12 PM the elimination of the positive com- 
ponent was virtually complete. The same precipitous decline 
occurred with the negative component of the response, and 
again, doses of 12 and 16 FM NMDA essentially eliminated the 
early peak component of this wave (see Fig. 2). However, unlike 
the b wave, the area of the entire negative c wave did not go to 
0 but leveled off at about 40-45% of the control area. Some of 
this remaining area included area that was not counted when 
the b wave was present (see Materials and Methods) as well as 
some negative area that was contributed by recording artifact 
that was not quantitatively separable from the response (Debski 
and Constantine-Paton, 1990). Nevertheless, a response that 
was low in amplitude and long in duration remained in these 
animals, indicating that the entire negative component was more 
resistant to complete elimination than was the positive one. The 
dose-response curves for the NMDA sham-treated animals were 
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16 ms 

Figure 2. Example of the effect of NMDA on the evoked tectal potential in a normal animal. The response in NMDA (broken he) has been 
superimposed on the control response (response in normal saline before NMDA exposure; solid he) for three different concentrations of NMDA. 
The shaded area represents the difference between the traces under the two recording conditions. Traces represent successive responses to NMDA 
exposure at a single tectal site. Acute application of NMDA decreased the postsynaptic components of the response in a dose-dependent manner. 
Exposure to 12 PM NMDA eliminated most of the a, b, and c waves. Wash responses are not presented, but their peak amplitudes were within 
100 PV of the control responses. All recordings were made approximately 100 pm below the tectal surface. 

virtually indistinguishable from those of the normal animals. 
As can be seen in Figure 4, the dose-response curves of NMDA- 

implanted animals were shifted to the right of those for the 
normal and sham groups. This was true for both the positive 
and negative components of the response. The effect of applied 
NMDA on the b wave of NMDA chronically treated animals 
at NMDA concentrations of both 6 and 12 I.LM was significantly 
different from that of the combined group of normal and sham- 
treated animals (Fig. 4A; 6 PM: p -c 0.001, t = 7.36, df = 9; 12 
PM: p < 0.01, t = 3.33, df = 9). Thus, the b wave in animals 
chronically treated with NMDA had a decreased sensitivity to 
applied NMDA. 

The c wave also showed a decreased sensitivity to applied 
NMDA in the animals chronically treated with the drug: 6 PM 

and 12 PM produced effects that were significantly different from 
those produced in the combined normal and sham-treated group 
(Fig. 4B; 6 PM: p < 0.02, t = 3.15, df = 9; 12 PM: p < 0.001, t 

= 6.18, df = 9). At 16 PM, the points for each component were 

not significantly different in any of the three groups of animals. 
The dose-response curves indicated that the same amount of 
decrease in the evoked response as seen in normal and sham- 
treated animals was possible in the NMDA-implanted animals; 
the animals chronically treated with NMDA simply required a 
higher dose of applied NMDA to produce that same decrease. 

It is interesting to note that at very low NMDA concentrations 
([NMDA] I 1 FM) application of NMDA actually increased the 
size of evoked response in some but not all of the animals. It 
is for this reason that the curves for the b wave as well as the 
c wave start somewhat above 100%. This increase may simply 
be a consequence of a small amount of variation in response 
amplitude. 

The physiological effects of chronic treatment with DL-APS- 
Elvax and L-APS-Elvax implants were also examined. Chronic 
treatment with either DL-AP5 or L-AP5 had no detectable effect 
on the decline of the negative component produced by NMDA 
application (Fig. 5B). The threshold at which NMDA decreased 
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Figure 3. Effect of perfusion of 6 PM NMDA on normal and implanted animals. For each animal the responses before NMDA application (control), 
duting NMDA application, and 15 min after return to normal saline solution (wash) are presented. In the far right column are superimposed the 
control response (solid line) and response in NMDA (broken he), with the difference between the curves shown with shading. A, Normal animal. 
NMDA perfusion reduced the response by approximately half. B, Animal chronically treated with NMDA for 6 weeks before the recording session. 
Most of the response remained with NMDA perfusion. C, Animal chronically treated with DL-AP5 for 6 weeks before the recording session. Only 
about one-fourth of the positive component remained. However, approximately 60% of the negative component remained. Vertical scale: A, 400 
@Lv, B and C, 200 WV. 

the positive component was also the same in all three groups 
of animals (x 1 PM). However, the positive component appeared 
to decline faster in DL-APS-treated animals than in normal or 
L-APV-treated ones: 6 PM NMDA applied to the animals chron- 
ically treated with NMDA produced a point significantly below 
the point for normal animals (p < 0.05; t = 2.858; df = 5) and 
for L-APV-treated animals @ < 0.01; t = 3.39; df = 5). 

Receptor binding studies 

The tectum is divided into nine layers based on morphological 
criteria (SzCkely and I&&, 1976). The layers are numbered 
sequentially with layer 1 abutting the ventricle and layer 9 being 
located most superficially. Previous work describing the distri- 
bution of NMDA and quisqualate binding sites in the tecta of 
normal and three-eyed tadpoles has shown that layer 9, the 
retinotectal synaptic zone, has the highest density of both of 
these binding sites (McDonald et al., 1989). In contrast, the least 
amount of binding was seen in layer 6, the predominant cell 
body layer. We looked for a change in NMDA or quisqualate 
binding induced by chronic NMDA or AP5 treatments in tectal 
layers 6, 9, and 5 (a plexiform layer that does not contain any 
cell bodies) and in a region outside of the tectum, the pretectum 
(Fite and Scalia, 1976; McDonald et al., 1989). 

As can be seen in Table 2, sham-operated two-eyed animals 
have many more NMDA and quisqualate binding sites in layer 
9 as opposed to layer 6. Chronic 4-6 week treatments of optic 
tecta of tadpoles with the NMDA receptor antagonist DL-AP~ 

or with the NMDA receptor agonist NMDA did not significantly 
alter specific 3H-glutamate binding to either NMDA or quis- 
qualate sites in any tectal layer tested. However, two significant 
effects of chronic treatment were observed: L-AP5 treatment 
increased quisqualate binding in layer 9 (Table 2) and treatment 
of tecta with NMDA increased NMDA receptor binding in the 

pretectum, from 1074 f 7 1 fmol/mg protein in untreated brains 
to 1383 + 118 fmol/mg protein in NMDA-treated brains (p < 
0.001). The pretectum is an area that has a high density of 
quisqualate and NMDA binding sites (McDonald et al., 1989) 
and receives retinal ganglion and tectal cell input (Fite and Sca- 
lia, 1976); it is also not in contact with the Elvax implant. 
Therefore, it is likely that the changes in NMDA binding in this 
area are produced as a consequence of implant-related changes 
in tectal input. The increase in quisqualate binding in layer 9 
of the tectum with L-APV treatment is, however, somewhat 
surprising. Acute treatment with L-APV has no effect on the 
size of the extracellular potential evoked by optic nerve stim- 
ulation (E. A. Debski, unpublished observations). Nevertheless, 
in other systems, this isomer has been reported both to depress 
synaptic activity (Collingridge et al., 1983) and to have weak 
excitatory effects (Stone and Burton, 1988). 

Discussion 
NMDA receptor efectiveness 
Retinotectal transmission in the frog can be blocked by appli- 
cation of a general glutamate receptor antagonist, indicating that 
glutamate is used as a’neurotransmitter by retinal ganglion cells 
(Debski et al., 1987; Debski and Constantine-Paton, 1988). The 
reason why acute NMDA application in both normal and chron- 
ically treated animals causes a decrease of the evoked postsyn- 
aptic components is under investigation. Patch-clamped tectal 
neurons have APV-sensitive currents (Hickmott and Constan- 
tine-Paton, 1990). This demonstrates that NMDA receptors are 
located on many tectal cell membranes, yet one possibility for 
the decline in the postsynaptic potential with NMDA applica- 
tion is that some NMDA receptors are also located on the retinal 
afferents. The applied NMDA would then cause the depolar- 
ization of these afferents and the shunting of the electrically 
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Figure 4. NMDA dose-response curves for normal, sham-treated, and 
NMDA chronically treated animals. The ordinate is the area of the 
response remaining in the drug as a percentage of the mean of the control 
and wash areas (see Materials and Methods). The two major components 
of the postsynaptic evoked potential have been graphed separately. A, 
large positive component of the response. B, Large negative component 
of the response. The dose-response curves for the normal and NMDA 
sham-treated animals are indistinguishable from one another. The curves 
for the NMDA-implanted animals are significantly above those for the 
normal and NMDA sham animals for both the positive component (b 
wave) and the negative component (c wave). This indicates that the 
animals chronically treated with NMDA had a decreased sensitivity to 
applied NMDA. Solid triangles, normal animals (N = 3, 3, 3, 4, 3, 4, 
4, and 5 for 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, and 16 PM, respectively); open circles, 
NMDA sham-treated animals (N = 3, 3, and 3 for 1, 6, and 12 PM, 

respectively); solid squares, NMDA-implanted animals (N = 4, 5, 4, 
and 2 for 1, 6, 12, and 16 PM, respectively). Error bars represent SEM. 

evoked signal. It is also possible that the postsynaptic NMDA 
receptors are being desensitized by the exogenous NMDA and 
are unable to respond to the electrical stimulation of the optic 
nerve. However, these interpretations of the data appear incon- 
sistent with the increase in background activity obtained during 
application of NMDA to the cannulated tadpole preparation 
(E.A. Debski, unpublished observations). Another possibility is 
that NMDA receptors are concentrated on inhibitory cells. These 
cells, when driven by exogenous NMDA, may actually shut 
down the evoked tectal response. A final possibility is that the 
NMDA, by increasing the spontaneous activity of tectal cells, 
maintains a significant proportion of them in depolarization 
block or with low membrane impedance, and they are therefore 
unable to respond to stimulus-evoked release of transmitter 
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Figure 5. NMDA dose-response curves for normal animals and ani- 
mals chronically treated with either DL-APV or L-APV. The two major 
components of the postsynaptic response have been graphed separately. 
A, Large positive component of the response. The curve for the DL- 

APS-implanted animals lies below that for the normal and L-APV an- 
imals. B, Large negative component of the response. There are no dis- 
cernible differences in the curves for the three groups of animals. Solid 
triangles, normal animals (N values are given in Fig. 4 caption); solid 
squares, ix-APV-implanted animals (N = 3, 4, and 3 for 1, 6, and 12 
PM, respectively); open circles, L-APV-implanted animals (N = 3, 3, 
and 3 for 1, 6, and 12 PM, respectively). The dose-response curves for 
normal animals, presented in Figure 4, have been replotted here for 
comparison. Error bars represent SEM. 

from optic nerve terminals. None of these possibilities are mu- 
tually exclusive. Regardless of the reason underlying these ef- 
fects, analysis of the evoked tectal potential provides a highly 
reliable, stable measure of the responsiveness of the system to 
application of small quantities of NMDA. It therefore represents 
a useful tool for assaying changes in NMDA receptor effective- 
ness in the developing tectum. 

We have demonstrated that in tecta chronically treated with 
NMDA, the components of the tectal response evoked by optic 
nerve stimulation have a decreased sensitivity to applied NMDA. 
The decreased sensitivity to NMDA that we found is a long- 
term change and therefore different from the rapid desensiti- 
zation reported by others (Trussell et al., 1988; Mayer et al., 
1989). There are five distinct ways in which a change of the 
NMDA receptor system could lead to a decreased responsive- 
ness of the preparation to NMDA: (1) by a change in the number 
of NMDA receptors, (2) through a modification of the NMDA 
receptor/channel that reduces the ionic flux through the channel 
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Table 2. Specific binding of 3H-glutamate to NMDA and quisqualate sites in untreated (sham-operated) and drug-treated tadpole brains 

Ligand bound (fmol/mg protein) 

Layer 9 Layer 6 Layer 5 Pretectum 

NMDA Quisqualate NMDA Quisqualate NMDA Quisqualate NMDA Quisqualate 

Control 613 k 31 542 + 50 6Ok 15 237 ?z 21 221 + 40 330 + 32 1074 f  71 2005 k II 
NMDA 745 f  19 524 + 14 43* 11 184 zk 13 262 k 31 324 -e 31 1383 + 118** 2178 + 245 
DL-AP5 565 f  65 530 * 11 51 k 17 220 k 20 179 k 25 348 xk 24 1055 f  54 2041 k 178 
L-AP5 682 -t 41 857 I!Z 86* 50 k 5 273 -t 69 301 + 55 452 f  65 1092 + 57 1888 k 150 

Values represent the mean and SEM of four or five animals per group. 
*p < 0.002 between DL-AP5 and L-AP5. 
**p < 0.001 between NMDA and control. 

[such a change could occur at any of the regulatory sites now 
described for this receptor (Mayer et al., 1984; Nowak et al., 
1984; Johnson and Ascher, 1987; Reynolds et al., 1988; Sah, 
1988; MacDonald et al., 1989)], (3) by a redistribution of NMDA 
receptors, (4) by a change within the cells expressing NMDA 
receptor/channels such that the same ion influx is less effective, 
or (5) through a change in the balance of inhibitory versus ex- 
citatory inputs within the tectum. 

There is some precedence for acute or chronic treatment with 
an NMDA antagonist leading to an increase in the number of 
NMDA binding sites. Treatment with MK-80 1, a noncompeti- 
tive NMDA antagonist, increases 3H-glutamate binding at 
NMDA-preferring recognition sites in perinatal rats (McDonald 
et al., 1990b). Interestingly, it does so without altering glycine 
or phencyclidine (PCP) binding (Uckele et al., 1989). However, 
no such changes in NMDA recognition sites have been reported 
for chronic treatment with an agonist, and we found no evidence 
for such a change using standard NMDA receptor binding tech- 
niques. It is possible that the change may be so small as to be 
beyond the resolution of our techniques. Nevertheless, these 
same methods were sufficiently sensitive to detect a consistent 
change in the pretectal nucleus to applied NMDA. Thus, absence 
of changes in receptor-binding characteristics in the tectum sug- 
gests that the decrease in NMDA effectiveness found in NMDA 
chronically treated animals has as its basis one of the other three 
possibilities, each of which need not result in a change in the 
number of NMDA binding sites. 

Synapse stabilization and stripe sharpening 

Our studies suggest that the NMDA receptor plays a role in the 
establishment of the visual projection by selectively stabilizing 
synapses from ganglion cells that are retinal neighbors (Cline 
and Constantine-Paton, 1989, 1990; Cline et al., 1990). Con- 
siderable data in frogs (Roberts and Yates, 1976; Debski et al., 
1987; Fox and Fraser, 1987) as well as other animals (Cutnod 
and Streit, 1979; Langdon and Freeman, 1986) indicate that the 
retinal projection to the tectum is glutamatergic. In addition, it 
is known that ganglion cells that neighbor one another have 
correlated activity patterns (Amett, 1978; Amett and Spraker, 
198 1; Mastronarde, 1983a,b; Ginsberg et al., 1984). These cor- 
related patterns of firing would be sufficient to satisfy the re- 
quirements for NMDA activation: binding of ligand during 
membrane depolarization. Thus, when neighboring retinal af- 
ferents converge onto the same tectal cell, their correlated ac- 
tivity patterns will activate NMDA receptors and allow calcium 
into the cell. Calcium entry could act to stabilize the synapses 

that were just active. Synapses from ganglion cells that do not 
neighbor one another in the tectum do not have well-correlated 
activity patterns and therefore will not elevate intracellular cal- 
cium through activation of the NMDA receptor to the levels 
required to effect synapse stabilization (Cline et al., 1987; Con- 
stantine-Paton et al., 1990). 

Within this framework, it is possible to understand how de- 
creased effectiveness of NMDA receptors in animals chronically 
treated with NMDA could underlie the sharpening of the eye- 
specific segregation seen in striped tecta. In normal animals with 
high NMDA receptor responsiveness, a high degree ofcorrelated 
activity is proportional to a high probability of synapse stabi- 
lization. In animals with decreased effectiveness of NMDA re- 
ceptors, this same amount of correlated activity is proportional 
to a much lower probability of synapse stabilization (Fig. 6). 
Thus, decreased receptor effectiveness would restrict synapse 
stabilization to areas where activity is most correlated. Stripe 
borders are regions where uncorrelated synapses from the two 
eyes mix. Consequently, they represent areas where the corre- 
lation between converging synapses is low. Synapses that in 
untreated animals could be stabilized fall below the threshold 
for synapse stabilization after chronic NMDA treatment. The 
terminal end branches that do not have stabilized synapses on 
them would also be withdrawn. The result is a decrease in the 
intermingling of axonal branches from different eye-specific zones 
or what is seen in the morphological assay as an increase in the 
sharpness of the boundary between the stripes and a decreased 
arborization density of single retinal ganglion cell terminals (Cline 
and Constantine-Paton, 1990). 

Our data indicate that the physiological effectiveness and the 
synapse stabilizing ability of NMDA receptor activation may 
be regulated in the absence of any change in the number of 
NMDA recepto’rs. We suggest that we may be experimentally 
triggering a system for controlling NMDA receptor effectiveness 
that is normally required to deal with changing convergent in- 
puts within an extended period of developmental plasticity. In 
the tadpole, retinotectal synapses are constantly being formed 
and broken to retain retinotopy as the system adjusts to the 
disparate growth patterns of the retina and the optic tectum 
(Reh and Constantine-Paton, 1984). During this period, the 
mechanism that fine-tunes the topographic projection must be 
in continuous operation, yet the spatial resolution of the map 
and therefore the degree of correlated activity per unit volume 
of neuropil appears to be changing: the proportion of tectum 
covered by a single, embryonic retinal ganglion cell terminal is 
much larger than the proportion of tectum covered by adult 
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Figure 6. A, Flow diagram of pro- 
posed relationships between correlated 
activity, NMDA receptor activation, 
synapse stabilization, and the lifetime 
of a process or end terminal. B, Dia- 
grammatic representation of the rela- 
tionship between the amount of cor- 
related activity, NMDA receptor 
effectiveness, and the probability of 
synapse stabilization. Animals with a 
low NMDA receptor effectiveness have 
a lower probability of synapse stabili- 
zation for a given amount of correlated 
activitv. Curves shown for NMDA re- 
ceptor-effectiveness are hypothetical. 

arbors (Sakaguchi and Murphey, 1985; Stuermer, 1988; Cline 
and Constantine-Paton, 1990). It may be that while the map is 
being refined, the effectiveness of the tectal NMDA receptors/ 
channels (Hickmott and Constantine-Paton, 1990) is changing. 
In this situation, a feedback system in which NMDA receptor 
effectiveness on young neurons is downregulated in response to 
increased activation would constitute a highly adaptive mech- 
anism to minimize neurotoxic damage produced by excessive 
calcium influx. Such a change could simultaneously decrease 
the effectiveness of the synapse stabilization cascade. The result 
would be that more stringently correlated inputs are required 
to stabilize synapses and that synapses are “pruned” from regions 
of poorly correlated activity. 

This explanation for our data suggests a general role for the 
NMDA receptor in defining critical periods for developmental 
plasticity. In the developing cat visual cortex, the onset of visual 
plasticity is characterized by a relatively high density of NMDA 
binding sites (Bode-Greuel and Singer, 1989) and a high degree 
of NMDA receptor sensitivity of neurons in layer IV (Fox et 
al., 1989b). High numbers of NMDA receptors may facilitate 
major movements of axon arbors since they represent potential 
sites at which synapses may be easily stabilized. A high density 
of such sites would allow for a sorting and shifting period of 
synaptogenesis in the target that would ultimately optimize the 
degree of activity correlation among converging synaptic neigh- 
bors. 

The end of some critical periods for developmental plasticity 
correlates more closely with a decrease in the NMDA receptor 
component of the response than with a decrease in NMDA 
binding sites. In close accord with the findings presented here, 
physiologically measured declines in the NMDA receptor po- 
tency of layer IV cells in the cat visual cortex are correlated with 
the end of geniculocortical afferent segregation that occurs be- 
tween the third and fourth week after birth (LeVay et al., 1978; 
Fox et al., 1989b). In contrast, NMDA binding sites, having 
increased from their initial low 2 week values, remain steady 
at their high 4 week levels to at least 12 weeks (Bode-Greuel 
and Singer, 1989). During this period of high NMDA binding, 

kittens are becoming increasingly less sensitive to monocular 
deprivation paradigms (Cynader, 1982; Fox et al., 1989a). Rear- 
ing kittens in the dark, which prolongs the critical period (Cy- 
nader, 1983), does not delay the decrease in NMDA binding 
sites (BodedGreuel and Singer, 1989). Dark-rearing does, how- 
ever, prevent the decline in the NMDA receptor potency (Fox 
et al., 199 1). In short, in the visual system of both mammals 
and frogs the NMDA receptor seems to be a permissive factor: 
these receptors must be present during periods of synaptic plas- 
ticity, but changes either in their function or in the translation 
of function to structural changes in arbor morphology regulate 
the amount of visual plasticity that will occur. 

Conclusions 
Chronic treatment with NMDA causes a change in the place- 
ment of axon branches such that stripe borders in three-eyed 
animals become sharper (Cline et al., 1987; Cline and Constan- 
tine-Paton, 1990). The work presented here demonstrates that 
this same treatment decreases the sensitivity of the same groups 
of animals to acutely applied NMDA for periods at least as long 
as the 6-8 hr required to run an experiment. To our knowledge, 
this is the first experimental evidence in which a structural mea- 
sure of plasticity has been correlated with a change in NMDA 
receptor responsiveness. If indeed NMDA receptor activation 
underlies many kinds of plasticity as has been suggested (Bear 
et al., 1987; Collingridge and Bliss, 1987; Gustafsson and Wigs- 
trom, 1988; Constantine-Paton et al., 1990; McDonald and 
Johnston, 1990a), then the demonstration that changes in NMDA 
receptor-based physiology are correlated with changes in cel- 
lular morphology is likely to have broad significance to studies 
of both developmental and mature brain plasticity. 
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